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Each month we will spotlight a book for our

readers!
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How Can Parents Help With Writing Skill
Development?
As we approach the end of another academic school year, it is important to consider how we
can continue to support the work of our phenomenal Trojan teachers! Below are a few writing
ideas and activities you can use to keep your Trojan writing and practicing key skills.
Hopefully these screen-free writing activities will help your Trojan look forward to writing at
home!
 
FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE AROUND THE HOUSE

One writing skill that Trojans love to practice is using �gurative language. I don’t know
what it is, but our students love to write similes and metaphors, pack a sentence full of
alliteration, and write using personi�cation and exaggeration. Have your Trojan �nd an



object in your home and write about it using �gurative language. They can simply write a
sentence with one form of �gurative language or a paragraph with several.

 
 
WRITE ABOUT READING

Since Trojans are encouraged to read every day, why not have them write about what they
read. This does not have to be a long task at all! Keep it simple and have your Trojan write
a sentence or two that summarizes their reading, something that they learned, or a
prediction that they have. Just a quick response to practice writing at home each day.

 
 
A PICTURE IS WORTH 1000 WORDS

This one is simple! Grab any photo, even a digital one saved on a phone or tablet and have
the kids write about it. They can write about what happened that day, a descriptive piece
about the setting, or even a short story. Kids love using pictures to write, so why not use
ones that they know a lot about already to get them writing?

 
 
BE THE PARENT FOR THE DAY

Let your Trojan pretend to be the adult for the day, at least when it comes to writing. When
and why do parents need to write each day? Maybe you have to write a grocery list, a
recipe, or an email. Let your Trojan help or do all the writing that is needed that day. There
is nothing better than using parent role models to encourage writing at home.

 
Writing at home is a wonderful way to help our writers grow. Reach out to BC Little Libraries
on Facebook or email us at readmorebrooks@gmail.com if you would like our assistance with
creating a plan for infusing writing into your home life!
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Congratulations, Authors!
Congratulations to our Brooks County School District Young Georgia Winners! The writings of
the district winners will move on to compete against other district winners in the Coastal
Plains RESA area. We know you will represent us well!

February Spotlight: Trojan Student-Athletes
We loved hearing from our Class of 2022 Seniors. Through our spotlight of the month, we
were able to recognize senior athletes who have also brought the hammer in the classroom,
and it was wonderful to explore the different books that have made an impact on these
Trojans. Best of luck to these amazing Trojans as they prepare for high school graduation and
begin to explore the world on their own individual journeys!



Charon Wilson Bradyn Marshall Takera Dennard

Have you considered these activities in your home?
To succeed on assessments/tests, your Trojan must be able to comprehend what is read; this
includes the test's directions. To help your child practice for assessments, try these simple
activities that can help your Trojan practice reading skills that improve test success.

Play a board game with your Trojan. Have your Trojan read the directions before you play.
Read homework carefully. What words are used often? Practice any that your Trojan has
trouble with when reading to you. For example, math tests may often include words like
measure or amount. Be sure to provide examples to your Trojan to clarify meaning.
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What is Ferst
Readers?

How can I donate? Why is this
important?
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Brooks County Literacy Advocates, Ferst Readers of Brooks
County is seeking to partner with community organizations to
host literacy events in common gathering locations. If your
church or community organization is interested in helping
make a tremendous impact on the lives of Brooks County
residents, this is where you can jump in to to help! We want to
improve access and opportunity to literacy resources
throughout the community, so please consider making a
difference through this partnership.
 
Please email ReadMoreBrooks@gmail.com if your civic
organization or church would like to partner with us for
community literacy activities and events!

Follow us on Instagram! We are expanding our community outreach through social media and
need your support!
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Facebook @bcs_trojans
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